Department of Mass Communication (MCMS)  
and  
Al Madhyam (Media Forum, SAC)  
and  
"Centre for Internet and Society"  
and Wikipedians, Bangalore

Cordially invite you to  
a State level  

'Wiki-Academy'  
The use of Indian Languages in Wikipedia,  
Editing and Its applications  
in academics

Venue: Eric Mathias Hall, IT Block, St Aloysius College  
Date: 22 August 2009  
Time: 9.00 am

Register Before 19th August. No registration fee.  
Register at: deptofmasscommunication@gmail.com  
or contact Sajna Aravind - 09945480628

Rev. Fr Swebert D’Silva SJ  
Principal, SAC  
Fr (Dr) Richard Rego  
HOD, MCMS